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USING DYNAMIC CAMPAIGNS
COUPLED WITH BBM, MUDD
HAS SEEN AN AVERAGE
229.86% INCREASE IN CLICKS
FOR ITS AUTOMOTIVE CLIENTS!

THE CHALLENGE
With more than 30 years of experience
running marketing initiatives for automotive clients, Mudd Advertising, needed a
platform that could help them improve
performance for digital campaigns.
Known in the space for their direct marketing, Mudd needed to solidify themselves
as a leader for full service and digital marketing for local automotive dealers and
agents. The ability to promote and sell their
clients’ changing inventory online, while
improving overall campaign performance,
was a big priority.
“With our other vendor we could optimize
and manage campaigns but we couldn’t
use their platform to sell our products effectively,” explained Dave Meindl, Project
Analyst at Mudd. “What attracted us to
Acquisio was Dynamic Campaigns because
it was something that we could use to
promote our clients’ inventory.”
With thousands of cars being bought and
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ABOUT MUDD ADVERTISING
A Top Rated Automotive Digital Marketing Agency
Mudd Advertising is an exclusive, full-service marketing
agency that partners with more than 4,000 clients across
the United States each year. Delivering results through
strategic planning, creative advertising and integrated
marketing, Mudd Advertising has the capabilities to
provide a full range of marketing services including
advertising, direct marketing, production, digital, public
relations, training and consulting.

sold and ad campaigns starting and stopping
constantly according to the changing inventory, dynamic campaigns are able to automatically keep up with inventory changes,
and push appropriate product ads.
Once Mudd was set up with Acquisio and
Dynamic Campaigns was implemented,
in tangent with Acquisio’s bid and budget management solution (BBM), “literally
overnight there was a shift where clicks
went through the roof because cost per
click was drastically dropping,” said Meindl.
STARTING OUT WITH ACQUISIO
Without any specific goals in terms of performance, Mudd’s main objective was to
automate tedious processes and streamline campaigns.
“A lot of the people on the SEM team were
skeptical about Acquisio because we were
using a larger vendor, but when we finally
got accounts set up with Dynamic Campaigns and BBM, the team was convinced,”
he explained.
“I can pull up any account on BBM and
see results. The change starts to happen
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immediately. After just a few days results
would peak and continue on a slow upward trend for clicks and a slow downward trend for cost per click. It’s really
amazing,” - Dave Meindl, Systems Designer
and Business Analyst at Mudd Advertising

MANUAL VS AUTOMATIC
“Our previous vendor was purely management and reporting, everything else was
manual. We could manage campaigns at
scale, but it was still manual,” confessed
Dave Meindl.
With Acquisio, the hope was to automate
everything that could be automated.
According to Meindl, “human beings are
great with vision, creativity and seeing a
campaign’s potential, but 90% of what we
do in SEM is all data based and programs
are always going to be able to do that
faster and better than any human could
hope to do.”
Acquisio shares this vision, and it was this
very understanding that the creation of
automated solutions like Dynamic Campaigns and BBM were fueled.
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BID AND BUDGET OPTIMIZATION
With BBM accompanying Dynamic Campaigns, bids and budgets were automatically updated every half hour, giving near
real-time data that results in greater bid
accuracy and hundreds of additional updates a week in comparison to Mudd’s
previous vendor.
“BBM was probably the most undersold part
of Acquisio. It was really unexpected.
It seemed to come out of nowhere and
once it was implemented the results were
incredible.”
Almost all of Mudd’s ongoing clients running digital campaigns are running with
BBM. “I’ll put them all on,” declared Meindl,
“we don’t want to hold back on BBM.”
He also intends to run Dynamic Campaigns
for the majority of clients.
RESULTS
On average Mudd has seen a 229.86% increase in clicks and a 66.49% decrease
in average CPC across all their accounts
running with Dynamic Campaigns and BBM.
Because all accounts are performing significantly better, finding winning accounts
is as easy as pulling one up at random and
looking at the data.
In the example above, that’s exactly what
Meindl did.
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After pulling up an account at random,
looking at the months before and after
implementing BBM, it is clear when BMM
and Dynamic Campaigns were launched.
The best part was that the bulk of the
transformation occurred immediately after
implementing BBM. From the month before implementing BBM to the month after,
the account saw a 68.11% increase in clicks
and a 41.10% decrease in average CPC.
Year over year, this particular client saw
a 145.16% increase in clicks and a 52.65%
decrease in average CPC.
“On the extremes, one account experienced a 1632.38% increase in clicks.
Another account experienced an 82.17%
decrease in average CPC,” shared Meindl.
There are countless more examples, just
like these, and as Mudd continues to implement BBM and Dynamic Campaigns on
more accounts, the automotive agency will
continue to generate this level of performance for their clients.
“BBM is like a dream come true. I hadn’t
even dared wish for such a solution,” said
Dave Meindl, Project Analyst, Mudd.
DYNAMIC CAMPAIGNS
Dynamic Campaigns does just what the
name promises: automate the creation
of search campaigns for advertisers and
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agencies with retail, travel, real estate and
automotive customers who’ve got inventory to sell.
Dynamic Campaigns keeps tabs on current
inventory and automatically develops ads
for each product that include key details
like brand and price, driving traffic to product-specific URLs.
BID AND BUDGET OPTIMIZATION
Constant access to near-real-time data
helps you maximize as well as reduce the
cost of each click or conversion, while
optimizing your fixed PPC budget so that
you know it’s being spent accurately and
efficiently.
With this solution you can bid farewell to
over-bidding for clicks or over-paying for
conversions. Its budget management is
so precise across all campaigns that you’ll
never have to worry about running out of
budget early or overspending again.
“Literally overnight there was a shift where
clicks went through the roof because cost
per click was drastically dropping!”
“BBM is like a dream come true. I hadn’t
even dared wish for such a solution.” - Dave
Meindl, Systems Designer and Business Analyst
at Mudd Advertising

